By incorporating the Harvey accumulator into the large approximate dynamic factor framework of Doz et al. (2006) , we are able to construct a coincident index of financial conditions from a large unbalanced panel of mixed frequency financial indicators. We relate our financial conditions index, or FCI, to the concept of a "financial crisis" using Markov-switching techniques. After demonstrating the ability of the index to capture "crisis" periods in U.S. financial history, we present several policy-geared threshold rules for the FCI using Receiver Operator Characteristics (ROC) curve analysis. JEL Code: G01, G17, C22
Introduction
Financial innovation over the course of the past 40 years has made it difficult to capture broad financial conditions in a small number of variables covering just a few traditional financial markets. Recent research has instead focused on capturing financial conditions from variables that span several traditional as well as more recently developed markets. Here, we take this approach a step further applying the large approximate dynamic factor methods of Doz et al. (2006) to a data set of 100 financial indicators capturing a broad array of information on financial markets.
The information in these indicators is distilled in a single high frequency index, the Financial Conditions Index, or FCI. What separates the FCI from other similar indexes is that it allows for real-time examination of financial conditions from an unbalanced panel of mixed frequency indicators. We show that increasing values of the FCI capture rising risk premia, declining credit volumes, and deleveraging across the financial system.
To illustrate its usefulness, we relate the FCI to the concept of a "financial crisis", using differences in the mean and volatility in the index over time to identify a Markov-switching process. Our results demonstrate that the FCI accurately captures the major events in U.S. financial history over the past 37 years. Based on these major events, we then develop threshold rules for the index using methods of analysis common to medical statistics to derive a framework that balances the costs and benefits of identifying financial crises in real-time.
Literature
Measures of financial conditions generally involve a weighted average of a number of financial indicators. Some prominent examples are the indexes of Illing and Liu (2006) , Nelson and Perli (2007) , Hakkio and Keeton (2009) and Hatzius et al. (2010) . Several of these indexes use a method called "principal components analysis" (PCA) to estimate the weight placed on each series. PCA interprets the importance of movements in any number of data series based on their relative historical correlations. In this fashion, contradictory movements are sorted out in a way that is consistent with the historical importance of individual indicators to the broader financial system.
Typically, these PCA-based measures are constructed as the first principal component of a set of underlying financial indicators, where "first" signifies that it is the element common to all of the indicators that explains the largest amount of the total variation among them. Standardizations vary, but often a positive index value is associated with deteriorating financial conditions with the magnitude measured in standard deviations from the sample mean of the index.
This form of index construction has an equivalent representation as a restricted least squares problem given a latent factor F t and factor loadings Λ such that ε t ε t =N IN wherê N is the number of data series. Consider the linear model below, where Y it is a vector of stationary variables that have been demeaned and standardized to have a unit variance:
Given a panel of sufficient size, Bai and Ng (2002) show that PCA estimates of the latent factors are consistent.
Indexes of this kind also have the advantage of capturing the interconnectedness of financial indicators. The more interrelated an indicator is with its peers, the higher the weight it receives in the index. This opens up the possibility that a small deterioration in a highly weighted indicator may mean more for the state of financial conditions than a large deterioration in an indicator that receives little weight. In this way, PCA assigns a relative ranking consistent with an indicator's systemic importance.
The PCA method of index construction has become commonplace in the measurement of business cycles. A prominent example is the Chicago Fed National Activity Index based on the work of Stock and Watson (1999) which captures a single latent factor extracted from 85 variables describing U.S. economic activity. More recently, it has also begun to be applied to financial variables. For instance, Hakkio and Keeton (2009) estimate their Kansas City Fed Financial Stress Index, or KCFSI, from a sample of U.S. financial indicators on the health of the banking system, debt, equity and money markets.
Variation in the frequency or availability of data, however, makes the PCA decomposition above infeasible without alteration. For financial variables where higher frequency data is generally available, the typical alteration consists of using only those variables with consistent time series and/or moving to a monthly or even quarterly frequency of measurement. The KCFSI fits this description, focusing on a small sample of indicators at a monthly frequency.
In contrast, Stock and Watson (2002) show how this problem can instead be addressed by introducing an iterative estimation strategy. Their algorithm relies on the fact that PCA reduces to ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation when F t is known. From an initial balanced subset of the data, one produces an initial guess for F t by means of PCA, followed by Λ by OLS projection onto this guess. Missing values are then replaced by their expectation conditional on the observed data and estimates of F t and Λ are updated until the sum of squared errors for the complete data converges to some criterion.
As the size of the cross-section grows, Stock and Watson (2002) demonstrate that this strategy produces a consistent estimate of F t robust to weak serial correlation between the idiosyncratic errors and within them across time. Furthermore, Bai and Ng (2004) show that this is also true for dynamic factor models in the sense that the static factors estimated by PCA can potentially span the same space as the true dynamic factors. Hatzius et al. (2010) employ this "cross-sectional averaging" strategy to construct the USMPFFCI, stretching the index history back to the early 1970's compared with the early 1990's for the KCFSI. They demonstrate that this method also has the advantage of incorporating information in a manner consistent with the development of financial markets that have grown in importance over time, i.e. securitized debt, repo, and derivatives markets. By doing so, they are able to compare the level of financial conditions during many known periods of crisis while still taking account of financial innovation.
A shortcoming of their work, however, is that it, too, requires an initial balanced panel in order to use PCA. Hatzius et al. (2010) relax this constraint by estimating a quarterly index. The potential usefulness of high frequency financial indicators in a real-time setting where decisions must be made is a feature we would like to retain in our FCI. Therefore, the model we describe below will incorporate an unbalanced panel of mixed frequency indicators. Here, we build off the work of Aruoba et al. (2009) in their measurement of business conditions at a weekly frequency.
The model
Fundamentally, the model for the Financial Conditions Index is similar to any coincident index model where the variation in a number of indicators is governed by one common source (a factor) and an idiosyncratic term. In a purely static sense, equation (1) represents the model, with t = 1, . . . ,T and i = 1, . . . ,N where in our particular baseline modelT is the time series length of the longest available indicator andN is the number of variables. Here, F t represents the common source of variation, or factor, in Y it . For our purposes, this factor will serve as a proxy for the state of financial conditions.
In this model, each indicator can have different sensitivities to the common factor (controlled by the heterogenous Λ i ), however, the overall responsiveness of each indicator to changes in the factor remains constant over time. 1 A unique characteristic of Y it in our particular context is not only its size (in both the cross section and frequency domain) but also that it contains series of varying reported frequencies and series that start and end at different times within the sample. 2 Where we depart from the previous literature is that our estimate of the unobserved factor will take into account both the cross-sectional correlations in the data as well as any dynamic correlations. In our model, any dynamic correlations will be absorbed in the dynamics of F t . Adding dynamics of some finite order (p ) to the unobserved factor moves the model above into the standard state space representation:
where t ∼ N (0, H) and η t ∼ N (0, Q). 3 This model can be estimated using the EM algorithm outlined by Shumway and Stoffer (1982) and Watson and Engle (1983) in order to obtain maximum likelihood estimates of the system matrices and subsequently the unobserved factor. In general, the EM algorithm requires one pass through the Kalman filter and smoother, and then re-estimation of the state-space parameters using ordinary least squares estimation at each iteration. 4 The resulting sequence of log-likelihood function valuations is non-decreasing, and convergence of the algorithm is governed by its stability. 5 1 This restriction can be relaxed. Consistency requires only that the factor loadings "change slowly" over time. For further details, see Stock and Watson (2002) .
2 In what follows, we restrict our attention to the period from 1973 onward during which at least 25 percent of the series in the index have complete time series.
3 For a more descriptive formulation of the the system matrices and the state variables see section A.2. 4 A small alteration in the least squares step is required to account for the fact that the unobserved components of the model must first be estimated.
5 For more details on the particular log-likelihood function and the methods used to implement the EM algorithm see section A.3.
The EM algorithm proves advantageous in this setting because it allows for a complete characterization of the data-generating process using incomplete data and combines two easy to implement statistical methods. In addition, the typical critique of the algorithm, its slow convergence rate, is not problematic in this setting due to the size of both the frequency and cross section dimensions which allow for consistent initial estimates using the standard or iterative PCA techniques described in Stock and Watson (2002) .
Estimating the model
As described above, the EM algorithm utilizes the Kalman filter and smoother in order to obtain the sufficient statistics necessary to re-estimate the system's matrices using standard ordinary least squares techniques. Due to the irregular observation of the data in our framework, two extensions to the standard Kalman recursion equations need to be made. The first alteration involves setting up the Kalman filter to deal with missing values as discussed by Durbin and Koopman (2001) . The second modification involves including additional state variables that evolve deterministically to properly adjust for the varying temporal aggregation properties of the mixed frequency data. Next, we give a brief summary of both of these extensions to the standard filter as well as a more explicit formulation of the state-space system matrices and the EM algorithm.
Missing Value Kalman Filter
Because of the aforementioned irregularity of observation in our data-set, as one moves through time, the vector of observables (denoted y t ), changes size from period to period. Figure 1 summarizes this pattern of data availability. The early part of the sample is dominated by quarterly and monthly variables. The number of weekly variables grows steadily from the mid-1980's through the end of the sample. Nineteen series span the entire sample period , while the shortest series begins in 2009.
Consequently, as one proceeds through the Kalman filter and smoother, to accommodate the partially observed vector y t in the data one must use the known matrix W t whose rows are a subset of the rows of I(N ) (such that y t = W t y t ) to alter the system matrices at that particular point in time. Taking this W t as given, the system matrices Z and H become Z = W t Z and H = W t HW t , respectively. Substituting these matrices into the standard filter and smoother equations allows one to proceed as usual through the recursive equations outlined in the appendix.
Temporal aggregation and the Harvey Accumulator
Another unique characteristic that results from the irregular frequency of observation is the different temporal aggregations inherent in our data-set. By applying the accumulator of Harvey (1989) , one can manage this data irregularity with relative ease. The goal of the accumulator is to augment the state with a deterministically evolving indicator that is a summary of all past values of the unobserved factor aggregated in such a way as to correspond with the nature of the series observed at a frequency differing from the base frequency.
More specifically, variables viewed as a "stock", or a snap shot in time, will not need such aggregation of past realizations of the factor. Variables that correspond to sums or averages over the higher base frequency, however, will need to accumulate all the higher frequency factor realizations over that period in order to properly account for the contemporaneous factor's contribution to what is being observed. 6 Any "stocks" that are differenced can be interpreted as sum variables and treated as such.
Our data-set includes both variables that resemble "sums" as well as "averages," in addition to indicators that are first differenced. Combining this with the weekly, monthly and quarterly frequencies of observations, our particular model will need three Harvey accumulators in the state. 7
Sum Variables Accumulator
For both the monthly and quarterly sums accumulator we follow Aruoba et al. (2009) 's implementation of the Harvey (1989) accumulator. The accumulators for sum variables will be denoted S t . By construction, any sum accumulator should represent the current sum of all of the factor realizations (base frequency) that have occurred within the current period of the lower frequency of observation. Additionally, the accumulator should be defined recursively so as to be included in the state space equations of (2)-(3). Analytically, the sum accumulator evolves each period by the following equation:
where s t is a calendar determined indicator that evolves according to: s t = 0 if t is the first period (base frequency) within the lower frequency 1 otherwise
For notational purposes, it is assumed in what follows that α t is an AR(1) process defined by α t+1 = ρα t + Rη t . Incorporating this representation of the accumulator into the state space model follows from a simple substitution of the contemporaneous factor as outlined by Aruoba et al. (2009). 6 Variables have different interpretations of how they are accumulated over the period of time they are observed. Some, such as monthly corporate bond issuance, represent sums of the higher frequency (in this case weekly issuance). Other variables, like Citigroup's monthly asset-backed security yield spread, represent averages of the higher frequency (weekly spreads). Ultimately, this difference will lead to a different construction of the accumulator.
7 One does not need a Harvey accumulator for series that are observed at a weekly (the base) frequency, as well as any series that are stocks. In our data-set we have an accumulator for (1) monthly averages (2) monthly sums and (3) quarterly sums.
Average Variables Accumulator
For the purposes of exposition, we will denote the desired accumulator for the average variables with M t , and derive it as though we are aggregating from a weekly base frequency to monthly observations of the financial indicators. 8 By construction, this accumulator should represent the current average of all of the factor realizations (occurring every week) that have occurred within the current month (frequency that is being observed) and be defined recursively for seamless addition to the state space equations of (2)-(3). Analytically, the average accumulator evolves each period by the following equation:
where m t is a calendar determined indicator that evolves:
if t is the second week of the month etc.
Explicitly including the accumulator in the state requires augmenting the state and some substitution. The resulting formulation is given by:
EM Algorithm
At each iteration of the EM algorithm, one pass through the Kalman filter and smoother is made using the system matrices Z, H, T, Q, P 1 and a 1 as well as the Harvey accumulator and missing observation extensions. By utilizing both the smoothed estimates and their covariance matrices, one can update the expectation of the conditional loglikelihood function; the (E) step. Then, using OLS techniques, the system matrices are re-estimated; the (M) step. This process will yield a non-decreasing sequence of log-likelihood values. A concise version of the log-likelihood, and the one that can be computed at each iteration, is as follows:
Now that the (E) and (M) steps have been completely defined, one can iterate between the two steps until (4) becomes stable. 9 Further details of the algorithm can be found in the appendix.
5 What is the FCI Capturing? Table 2 lists all of the 100 financial indicators in our FCI along with their stationary transformations and estimated weights. The weights, or factor loadings, are a useful way of interpreting the systemic relationship between the indicators in the index. With the large approximate dynamic factor method as with PCA, the resulting index and weights are only identified up to scale. To make the weights comparable to PCA, we have scaled each according to the PCA convention that E(Λ Λ) = I.
Contributions to the FCI
Credit risk measures tend to be positive contributors to the index, while money and credit aggregates and measures of leverage tend to be negative contributors. This pattern of increasing risk premia and declining credit volumes and leverage is consistent with tightening financial conditions and provides the basis for the FCI's interpretation. The way in which leverage enters the index may seem counterintuitive, but is in line with the findings of Adrian and Shin (2009) that leverage is procyclical. In this way, the process of deleveraging appears in the FCI as an indicator of deteriorating financial conditions. Without index dynamics, it is not possible to fully capture the risk inherent in the buildup of leverage. Our dynamic framework relaxes this constraint allowing the procyclical nature of leverage to be reflected in the estimated dynamic process for the index. A large build-up of leverage that pushes the index well below its sample mean will generate a tendency to reverse this decline that depends on the estimated degree of mean reversion.
Taking into account the financial markets represented in our FCI, we have segmented our 100 financial indicators into three categories: Money Markets (28), Debt/Equity Markets (27), and the Banking System (45). Measures of the health of the banking system capture 41 percent of the variation in the data explained by the FCI, followed by money market measures at 30 percent and debt and equity markets at 28 percent.
The Money Markets category is comprised mostly of interbank, repo, swap, and commercial paper spreads and is the basis of most other financial conditions indices. These measures primarily capture credit risk and liquidity. Some of the biggest contributors to the FCI in this category include the 2-year swap and TED spreads as well as the 1-month nonfinancial A2P2/AA commercial paper credit spread and repo market volume. The latter two variables are fairly unique to our FCI, as are the measures of open interest in money market derivatives that we include in this category.
In the Debt/Equity Markets group are mostly equity and bond price measures. In terms of equity prices, the largest weights are given to the index of volatility for the S&P 500, the VIX, and the relative price of financial stocks in the S&P 500. Like Hatzius et al. (2010) , we also include here residential and commercial real estate prices and measures of stock market capitalization. In terms of bond prices, the index covers corporate, municipal, and asset-backed bond markets. Bond spreads like the high yield/Baa corporate and financial/corporate enter strongly here with large positive weights, but so do non-mortgage, mortgage, and commercial mortgage asset-backed bond spreads and credit default swap spreads tied to corporate bonds.
The Banking system category is comprised mainly of survey-based measures of credit availability and the assets and liabilities of commercial and "shadow" banks. The Senior Loan Officer Opinion Survey questions on commercial bank loan spreads and standards all enter strongly into the index as do several other measures of business and consumer credit conditions. The Credit Derivatives Research Counterparty Risk index measured as the average of the credit default swap spreads of the largest 14 issuers of CDS contracts also receives a large weight in this category, with the remaining weight split roughly evenly between measures of asset quality and measures of commercial and "shadow" bank lending and leverage.
Comparisons with other indexes
It is important to keep in mind that the estimated factor loadings are not unique. The same estimated index may have more than one set of weights that are consistent with it. Therefore, to make comparisons it is best to compare the indices, themselves. To establish a reference scale for the index, in what follows we have expressed it relative to its sample mean and standard deviation. A zero value is, thus, equivalent to the sample mean, and deviations from zero are measured in standard deviation units. Figure 2 compares our FCI against the USMPFFCI and KCFSI. All three indexes tell a similar overall story: the 1970's and 80's were a particularly stressful period for financial markets that only recent years can match in magnitude. Compared to the USMPFFCI, the differences with the FCI are most considerable in the recent period with much of this attributable to the FCI's broader coverage of high frequency data on securitized debt, repo, and derivatives markets.
In contrast, the KCFSI is more similar to the FCI in the recent period, but with higher peaks and valleys. This stems mostly from the fact that it weights more highly recent events given the generally lower volatility of the index and its financial indicators post-1984. To see this, consider figure 3 which depicts the KCFSI and the initial PCA estimate of the FCI beginning in 1997. The initial estimate resembles the KCFSI to a high degree, although the difference in data coverage is apparent even here at times.
Comparisons across time
Our method obtains a significant time series for the FCI just as Hatzius et al. (2010) do for the UMPFFCI. One side effect of this is a much higher mean due to the volatility in the 1970's and 80's that the longer indexes capture. This suggests that comparisons across time using indices of shorter duration like the KCFSI may be biased. However, in some ways they may also be more relevant. Financial markets since the early 1980's have undergone significant transformations. If the relationships between financial indicators have changed, i.e. the weights have changed, then a shorter sample makes sense.
To test this hypothesis, we also constructed the FCI using only data from the post-1984 period. Figure 4 plots both the shorter sample and full sample FCI. 10 As with the KCFSI and the FCI, for the period of time in which the two overlap most of the difference appears in their levels. This suggests that it is primarily the lower volatility of the post-1984 period that is driving what differences we do see, and is line with broader findings on the "Great Moderation."
The factor loadings in table 2 confirm this with small differences between indexes for most variables. However, the post-1984 index does shift around weight between the three broad groups of financial indicators. Figure 5 displays the contribution of each of the these groups to the total variance of the 100 financial indicators explained by the full and post-1984 sample indexes. One can see from this figure that the money market variables explain much more of the post-1984 index with the extra weight shifted almost entirely from the banking system group.
Comparisons across indicators
An alternative to using a shorter sample period is to instead focus only on the subset of financial indicators whose history extends back over most of the sample. In this way, we can judge if it is possible to consistently capture financial conditions over an extended period without incorporating information from more recently developed financial markets. Figure 6 plots the FCI computed from the 39 financial indicators in our data-set that extend back to 1978 against the 100-variable index over the same time period.
One can see from both figure 6 and the factor loadings in table 2 that the smaller-variable index is capturing something very different than the larger one. Except for the most recent period where both indexes demonstrate large positive values, the two are highly negatively correlated. Well-known periods of deterioration in financial conditions, such as the late 1970's and early 1980's, appear in the narrower index as very loose periods for financial conditions. In fact, looking at the factor loadings in table 2, many of them are of the opposite sign compared to the weight given to the same variable in the 100-variable index.
The above suggests several explanations for what may be confounding the estimation of the smaller variable index in a way that does not appear in our larger variable FCI. First, the 100-variable index appears to be spanning a space that is larger than the 39-variable index. This is not surprising given what we know about financial development over the past 40 years and the greater inclusion of these financial markets in the larger index. Second, the subset of indicators we have chosen for the smaller variable index contains a bias towards those also more likely to be affected by the change in volatility post-1984. This can be seen in the fact that many of the same indicators in the 39-variable index also show large changes in their factor loadings in the post-1984 100-variable index.
Stability of the FCI
As an example of where the smaller index seems to be going awry, consider the Treasury yield curve indicators. Measures from both the short and long end of the curve get large positive weights in the 39-variable index, meaning that as the yield curve steepens the index rises. In contrast, the weight they receive in the larger 100-variable index is much smaller and negative, meaning that as the yield curve steepens financial conditions tend to improve. However, even this relationship is not stable over time. In the shorter sample 100-variable index, the long end of the curve receives a large positive weight while the short end receives a smaller negative weight.
This pattern suggests to us that the instability over time and indicators described above is due to changes in the level and volatility of economic growth and inflation. The high inflation, high negative growth periods of the late 1970's and early 1980's suggest a correlation pattern in the data that is counterintuitive to the low inflation, high negative growth period of the recent crisis. The fact that the larger 100-variable index does not exhibit to the same degree these problems over time suggests to us that it is spanning a space that is less sensitive to the level of economic growth and inflation. However, it does still appear to be somewhat influenced by the change in volatility post-1984.
Identifying "Financial Crises"
The measure of financial conditions that we have constructed is not unlike a temperature in a person. Consequently, one might expect to have to address some of the same issues faced by medical practitioners in utilizing a patient's temperature in a diagnosis. Specifically, (1) what is a "normal" level and subsequently a level that would warrant concern?; (2) are the risks associated with both extremely low values and high values the same? ; and (3) how well does this measure predict the true underlying state of the patient? By implementing Markovswithcing and receiver operator characteristics (ROC) curve techniques, we will attempt to address each of these issues.
What proves to be a "normal" temperature in a person often tends to be a range rather then a particular value. Similarly, it makes sense to consider that what constitutes a "normal" value for financial conditions could also be a range as well as something that might change over time. In practice, redefining normal for every person, or in this context point in time, would be counterproductive. Instead, the average across the population is usually a suitable starting point.
Because we have already standardized the FCI to have a mean of zero and unit variance, a value of zero seems a reasonable place to initially deem as normal. It captures the average level of financial conditions in our sample, and corresponds to a weighted average of measures of risk, liquidity, and leverage all expressed relative to their average levels over the same time period. In an attempt to build a "range of normal," it is common to simply select some number of standard deviations from the sample mean, or, equivalently, "build the range" by including everything that falls within a desired percentage of the population.
A possible source of bias in this kind of reasoning, however, might result if a priori we believe that some members of that population are in fact "really sick" and their temperatures are skewed as a result. Including these members when calculating the average will reduce the power of this metric to distinguish between states of the world, i.e. a "healthy state" and a "sick state". For us, the "really sick state" conforms with the notion of a financial crisis, where a number of financial indicators are deviating substantially from their historical norms. Ideally, we would want to develop the concept of normal for the FCI with some sort of reference to these different segments of the population.
If we envision every week in our sample as many different patients, some "sick" and some "normal," and their particular value of the FCI as their "temperature" we can begin to build the intuition behind an optimal range or value for normal. Ideally, we would have a professional consensus on which of these patients turned out to be in fact "sick" and "normal", much like NBER produces for recessions and expansions. Unfortunately, what we have to resort to is the historical accounts of various financial events in U.S. history over the sample period we examine. Table 3 provides a list of 5 financial crisis episodes in U.S. financial history over the last 40 years along with some of the major events that occurred during each of them. It will be these episodes that we take as given as the "sick" members of the population. In general, they are associated with periods of high risk premia, low liquidity, and declining leverage. To arrive at these episodes, we conducted a survey of the literature on banking and financial crises over the past 40 years. The dating of each of the five episodes is our interpretation of the consensus in the literature as to the beginning and ends of each crisis. 11 As a robustness check on the validity of these episodes, we begin by using a Markovswitching model to estimate a two state model of financial conditions and the probabilities of each state. Ultimately, the interpretation of the two states estimated by the Markov-switching model is ambiguous, but the identifying restrictions we impose will help to characterize one state as a "crisis period." Because we avoid using the state probabilities estimated to define our financial episodes explicitly, similarity in the dates of high crisis probability to the ones used to define our crisis episodes lend some credibility to the threshold policy analysis that will follow. Taking the estimated FCI as given, we estimate a variant of the Markov-switching model of Hamilton (1989) to characterize changes over time in the mean and variance of the index. It will be assumed that there are three states of the world, denoted by S t ∼ {S t = 1, S t = 2, S t = 3}. Equation (5) defines the univariate time series specification used in our estimation of the Markov-switching model
where ε t ∼ N (0, ς St ) and S t denotes the three states of the world. In this particular specification, the FCI (F t ) will have some finite ordered dynamics that are state in-variant, A(L), while the mean and variance of the errors of the FCI will vary by state, µ St and ς St , respectively. 12 As noted earlier, our interpretation of the state that represents "really sick" patients is characterized by periods of high risk premia, low liquidity, and deleveraging. In the context of the Markov-switching model, we would expect that if in fact the states that the model is distinguishing conform with this interpretation, a "high mean, high variance" state would emerge. In terms of estimation, there is no restriction that these parameters would have to be grouped in this way. Given what we found above concerning the reduction in volatility post-1984, we also want to allow for a third state that could potentially be a combination of the other two. Table 1 displays the mean and variance estimated for each of the three states. In fact, with a mean of -0.01 and variance of 0.00 for state 2, and a mean of 0.18 and variance of 0.01 for state 1, the Markov-switching model separately identifies a high mean, high variance and a low mean, low variance state. The third state has the same mean as state 1 and the same variance as state 2 consistent with the notion of a high volatility state at a lower mean due to the overall lower volatility in the post-1984 period. Figure 7 plots the FCI in panel A where the shading indicates the particular crisis episodes found in table 3. The estimated probability of what we refer to as the crisis state, state 2, is shown through the entire sample in panel B. It is clear from figure 7 that what we are calling a crisis state coincides closely with the crisis episodes of table 3. During the majority of these episodes, the probability of a crisis state is quite high, particularly surrounding their peak events. The prominent exception is the fourth episode where volatility was higher, but at a lower level. This episode should, however, be picked up by the third state that accommodates this possibility.
Panel C displays the combined probability of states 2 and 3 through the entire sample. The fourth episode is indeed classified as a crisis period under this broader definition. However, so are several other periods outside of the episodes we consider. 13 Almost all of these instances occur in the period post-1984 as one would expect given the parameter estimates above and our previous subsample results for the index.
A particularly interesting period where states 2 and 3 receive a high probability is the 2002-2007 period. State 2's probability during this period is essentially zero, but state 3 receives a very high probability on more than one occasion despite the fact that the index during this period changes very little over time. This period, in other words, confounds our model. The persistently negative values of the FCI during this time are consistent with state 3 in that they have a similar mean to state 1, and the variance during this period is only marginally different than several other instances of where there is a high probability of state 2.
This result is interesting in two respects. First, because it may indicate that state invariant dynamics are not reasonable in this case. More interesting, however, is the fact that this is the period leading up to the most recent crisis. The model may be signaling something very different about this period, i.e. that financial conditions below their historical average for a significant period of time may contain information on future crises. It would not be unreasonable to imagine a "sickness" that was instead linked closer to periods of low risk, high liquidity, and increasing leverage. This particular interpretation we leave to future research.
Receiver Operator Characteristics (ROC) curve analysis
The above results provide some justification for the broad categorical descriptions of different periods in U.S. financial history in table 3. Here, we develop a unique threshold rule that will be used to identify the "crisis" state of financial conditions in real-time based on past instances of U.S. financial crises. To do so, we follow the approach used by Berge andÒscar Jordà (2009) in estimating optimal threshold values for common business cycle indicators including the Chicago Fed National Activity Index.
The Social Planner's Utility Function
The nonparametric estimation strategy of Berge andÒscar Jordà (2009) requires that we categorize each observed value of the FCI as a "crisis" or "non-crisis" period as in table 3 and then place relative weights on the utility from correctly predicting each of these states and the disutility from making a false positive versus false negative evaluation of the state of financial conditions. By varying these relative utility and disutility weights, we can develop boundaries for the index corresponding with competing alternatives for addressing the state of future financial conditions. Keep in mind, however, that this analysis remains subject to the Lucas critique in that it holds fixed both the reaction of financial markets to past policy and past policy to past financial market events. At best, what it can answer is only what level of the index has been associated with crisis conditions in the past. Only a fully articulated model of the financial system and the policy process can tell you how both policymakers and financial market participants may respond to current and future events. Presumably, however, even such a model would take account of past responses which is what we detail here.
Consider the derivation in Berge andÒscar Jordà (2009),
with S t ∈ {0, 1} indicating the non-crisis and crisis states of financial conditions, respectively. T P (c) is typically referred to as the true positive, sensitivity, or recall rate, and F P (c) is known as the false positive or 1-specificity rate. The relationship between the two is described by the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve. With the Cartesian convention, this curve is given by
where ROC(r) = T P (c) and r = F P (c). Figure 8 depicts this curve and calculates the area under the curve for the FCI using the crisis periods in table 3. The closer to one the area under the curve the more predictive the index is of these periods.
The social planner's utility function for the classification of the FCI at each point in time as a crisis or non-crisis period is expressed as in Baker and Kramer (2007) ,
where U ij is the utility (or disutility) associated with the prediction i given that the true state is j, i, j ∈ {0, 1} and π is the unconditional probability of observing a crisis episode in the sample. Utility maximization implies that the optimal threshold value c is given by,
that is the point where the slope of the ROC curve equals the expected marginal rate of substitution between the net utility of accurate crisis and non-crisis episode prediction.
Essentially, in this type of policy analysis one is weighing the costs of a Type I versus Type II error relative to the benefits of correctly predicting the true state. This intuitively amounts to deciding on whether one wants to put more emphasis (in utility terms) on correctly identifying either state, or possibly equal weight to both. An example of assigning equal weight to both identifying crisis and non-crisis episodes would be assigning U 00 = U 11 = 1, U 01 = U 10 = −1.
On the other hand, if one wanted to put all the emphasis on correctly identifying financial crises, and subsequently no emphasis on the likely error of identifying the other state as a crisis, we could assign the utilities this way: U 00 = 0, U 11 = 1, U 01 = −1, U 10 = − where needs to be small but non-zero in order to prevent the policy utility function from being degenerate. Finally, a threshold rule that puts more emphasis on identifying non-crisis periods could be identified by using a utility function defined this way: U 00 = 1, U 11 = 0, U 01 = − , U 10 = −1.
The optimal thresholds defined above form a particular subset of the estimated index values consistent with three parameterizations of the level sets of the social planner's utility function. Graphically, each policy attempts to find the unique intersection of the linear utility function with the convex ROC curve. A policy placing a very steep penalty on missing an occurrence of a financial crisis thus looks to intersect the upward sloping portion of the ROC curve. A policy that places a relatively larger penalty on missing an occurrence of a non-crisis period does the opposite and instead intersects the flatter portion of the ROC curve. The equal weight, or "unbiased", policy falls somewhere in between the other two on the ROC curve.
Alternatively, consider the following thought experiment with regard to the FCI depicted in figure 9 . Draw a horizontal line across the graph at the highest value of the index that does not fall in a period categorized as a crisis period. This defines the threshold for the index that puts a very large weight on correctly identifying non-crisis episodes and avoiding false positives. Similarly, draw a horizontal line across the graph at the lowest value of the index that falls in a period of financial crisis. This defines a threshold which puts a very large weight on correctly identifying non-crisis periods and avoiding false negatives.
With relatively equal weight on all four utilities (disutilities), Berge andÒscar Jordà (2009) derive a threshold value that balances the need to catch financial crisis periods in advance with the desire to avoid assigning movements in the FCI at low levels to a financial crisis. In essence, this derivation "rebases" the index based on the historical financial crises we have identified so that the optimal threshold now takes on a similar meaning for the probability of a crisis period that a zero value of the index does for historical financial conditions. It will, however, be sensitive as to how we date periods of past financial crisis.
We have found through trial and error that this sensitivity is not very high as long as the beginning and end of the episodes are liberally defined. Small changes in the dating of crisis episodes can have a big impact on the upper and lower thresholds defined above, but the equal weighting method tends to balance out these changes so that the optimal threshold produced varies very little when the unconditional probability of a crisis is well defined. This is somewhat reassuring given that in real-time it may be difficult to assess the beginning and end of a new episode.
Interpreting the ROC thresholds
Interestingly, a policy which equally weights the costs and benefits of identifying a crisis episode suggests that even financial conditions slightly below their historical trend can be associated with a financial crisis. The resulting threshold for the index in this case is a negative number (-0.4 ). This result makes sense intuitively as it is very apparent in figure  9 that the transition in many cases into and out of a crisis episode is characterized by a sudden and sharp deviation from below trend, often greater than a standard deviation in size. Furthermore, as the index is currently defined, several of these episodes are preceded by periods of persistently negative index values.
In essence, the ROC analysis above suggests that the relevant baseline for financial conditions based on historical crisis episodes is not necessarily the sample mean of the FCI. Given what we found above in relation to the change in the mean of the FCI over time, this is not surprising. However, one could also imagine a policy that puts more weight on avoiding severe crises and less weight on crisis episodes like the third and the fourth in table 3. Here, even though it remains sensitive to the dating of crisis episodes, the upper threshold value may be a more relevant benchmark.
Alternatively, one could consider the range between the equal weighted and upper threshold as an early indicator of crisis financial conditions. We refer to this range in figure 9 as a "Reactionary" policy for classifying financial conditions as it puts progressively more weight on avoiding incorrectly classifying increasing levels of the FCI as indicating a crisis. A similar definition can also be applied to the range of values between the lower and equal-weighted thresholds. In this case, a "Pre-emptive" policy for classifying financial conditions would put progressively more weight on avoiding missing the early signs of a financial crisis at low levels of the FCI. The union of the two ranges can be considered as a "range of normal" in the sense above that most instances of crisis and non-crisis weeks fall outside this range.
It is helpful to consider what each of the above policies would have meant in hindsight for the most recent crisis compared to others in the past. An unbiased policy first signals the development of crisis conditions in August 2007 nearly in step with our dating. This is a feature common to several of the crises we consider, although both the late 1970's and 90's would have registered some false positives using this policy. In contrast, a reactive policy would not have signaled concern until the summer of 2008, and not consistently until the post-Lehman period. It also would have entirely avoided classifying the the 1998-2002 period as a crisis. The latter is the only instance of a crisis where this would have been the case.
Conversely, in the post-Lehman era the FCI remained in the region between the reactive and unbiased policy until late 2009. Most recently, it has fluctuated within a small range around this policy threshold suggesting financial conditions have returned to levels consistent in the past with non-crisis periods. For a brief period following the spring 2010 European debt crisis, it once again breached this threshold, but subsequently has returned below it. However, in contrast to the aftermath of all of the other episodes, it remains above its level just prior to the crisis. As such, a pre-emptive policy would still classify its most recent behavior as characteristic of crisis conditions. The "range of normal" interpretation, on the other hand, accords well with the Markovswitching analysis. The periods of highest probability for both types of crises tend to fall above a reactionary and below a pre-emptive policy. Not much is gained from the former, but the latter is instructive. For instance, such a policy would have raised red flags several times during the period from 2002-2007. The same can be said of the late 1970's and early 1980's, although it applies just as well to the mid-1990's. Thus, although ROC analysis is not very well suited for more than two states of financial conditions, it appears a case could be made based on our results that they are consistent with the three states considered above.
Conclusion
In this paper, we outlined the econometric methods needed to incorporate the most general set of indicators necessary to build a real-time metric of financial conditions. To provide evidence of its applicability, Markov-switching methods were used to evaluate the index's ability to capture well known financial crises in U.S history. Then, using ROC analysis threshold rules were developed to help predict future crises based on the level of the index during past crises and subjective utility weights.
A Appendix

A.1 Kalman Filter and Smoother Recursive Equations
The Kalman filter and smoother equations are a standard tool for producing forecasts and smoothed estimates of state-space models. Combined with the assumption of Gaussian errors, it can be shown that the recursive equations of the filter will yield the minimum meansquared error estimate within the class of linear estimators. In this paper, we will adopt the notation of Durbin and Koopman (2001) and define the Kalman filter equations as follows. 14 With a 1 and P 1 given, the filter equations are
The equations for the backwards smoother are given by 15 :
with rT = 0, and NT = 0.
A.2 Building the state
This section gives a more detailed explanation of how to build the system matrices of the state space, as well as how to obtain the initial estimates needed to begin the EM algorithm. The unobserved factor is assumed to have some finite order dynamics p . Using standard OLS techniques on a PCA estimated version of the factor F • t , an initial guess of these dynamics are generated and described by vector ρ • . 16 Augmenting the state to include p lags of F t yields the following state equation, with α t = [F t−i ] for i = 0, . . . , p − 1:
one can augment the state (currently a p long vector), by the additional states needed for each of the accumulators derived in section (4.2) to yield the state equation (taking the ρ dynamics above as given):
It should be noted that as written above theT within the general transition system matrix, T , here is time invariant, and subsequently the dynamics being estimated (essentially a re-estimation of ρ) at each iteration of the EM algorithm are from a time invariant system. However, our (accumulator augmented) state transition system matrix (as well as the coefficient matrix on the η t ) does vary over time due to the different number of weeks in a given month, m t , or quarter, q t , which also must be carried in the state vector for our purposes.
Moving to the measurement equation, assume that a priori the vector of factor loadings for each series Λ is known. 17 Then, taking the state equation (11) as given, the Z measurement system matrix is simply aN by p + 3 matrix, where each row has the particular loading λ i in either the first column (if it corresponded with a weekly or stock variable) or one of the last three columns (corresponding to one of the accumulators i.e. monthly average, monthly sum, or quarterly sum) and zeros everywhere else. The initial guess of H is the diagonal matrix of the variances of the residuals from the initial PCA estimate of the factor, σ i I(N ). 18
A.3 The EM Algorithm defined
Now that the system matrices have all been defined, the EM algorithm's updates of each of these system matrices can be explicitly defined. With initial estimates of Z, H, and T, we can begin to run algorithm to obtain the maximum likelihood estimates of each. The log-likelihood function for the complete set of data α 1 , . . . , αT , y 1 , . . . , yT can be written in the form 19 17 The initial guess of these loadings, Λ • , will in fact be the loadings obtained from the PCA estimate of the factor mentioned above. 18 The lack of identification that is common to these models requires that we restrict the scale of either the factor loadings, as in PCA, or the factor. We use the normalization of Doz et al. (2006) and restrict the variance of the state disturbances to be 1 to set the scale of the factor. 19 In what follows, we drop the R matrix in the notation of the log-likelihood for notational convenience. Due to the fact that there is only one factor and that one is not estimating the dynamics or variances of the deterministic accumulators, this has no substantive implications.
In order to calculate the conditional expectation defined in the log-likelihood function, it is convenient to define the conditional mean and covariance of the state given all of the observed data from the Kalman smoother recursive equations: the covariance matrix of α t and α t−1 being the additional equation in the Kalman smoother mentioned before.
Now, taking conditional expectations yields:
G(a 1 , P 1 , T, Z, Q, H|y 1 , . . . , yT
where tr denotes trace and
It should be noted that y i andα t denotes only using periods in which y t is observed. Now taking the partial derivative with respect to each of the system matrices T, Z and H of the conditional expectation log-likelihood yields the following updating equations for each of the system matrices.
EM Updating Equation 1. The new estimate for the transition matrix T that maximizes the conditional loglikelihood function in (16) is given by:
The new estimate for the observation equation matrix Z that maximizes the conditional loglikelihood function in (16) is given by:
While the above equations derive estimates for an unrestricted coefficient matrix, in our particular model every indicator only loads onto one particular element in the state; either the contemporaneous value of the factor or one of the accumulators. Subsequently, one can estimate each particular loading in Z by running individual OLS regressions. If one selects the particular row in both the y t andα t matrices when constructing E and D, which become scalars, then the particular loading λ ij for indicator i which loads onto the j state variable that gets put into Z will be
For the purposes of defining the new estimate H , taking into account this restriction on the coefficient matrix Z, it will make sense to define each of theN elements along the diagonal of H separately. With new estimates of λ ij , the expected log-likelihood with respect to H can be separated intoN different equations with the optimal value of H i for the indicator i that loads onto state variable j defined as:
EM Updating Equation 3. The new estimates for each of the elements in the diagonal matrix H that maximizes the conditional loglikelihood function in (16) is given by:
Where the denotes one only includes observations and estimates of the state for periods that the indicators are observed and adjusts the scalarT accordingly.
Finally, for a 1 the loglikelihood is maximized by updating this parameter to the smoothed estimateα 1 . For the update of P 1 , we follow Shumway and Stoffer (1982) by initializing it at some reasonable baseline level. Now, the EM algorithm for our dynamic factor model is complete with the extensions of handling missing observations and temporal aggregation issues in the underlying data. 
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